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I- PART ONE: Reading                                                         (15 points) 
 A) Comprehension:                                                         (8 points)   
   Read the text carefully and do the activities 
    Foxcomb Farm   
       Come and visit our farm and try some of our fresh organic produce! 
       We sell only healthy, organic food, all of which is grown here at the farm. Because 
we take a pride in the quality of all our produce, we don’t use chemicals or pesticides. As 
well as selling a selection of fruit and vegetables, we also sell a lot of dairy produce. Our 
animals are fed on a natural healthy diet .We always have plenty of organic milk in stock; 
Most of the milk is sold, but we use a lot of it to make yoghurt, butter and cream. If we 
have too much milk, we sometimes give some to the local cheese maker. Occasionally, we 
also stock a little of his delicious cheese in our shop. 
      For everyone who is thinking of placing a regular order, we offer a sample box which 
contains a little bit of each dairy product and enough fruit and vegetables for one person 
for a week. 
      We look forward to welcoming you to our shop! 
                                                                                                 Mary and Peter Ross     
 

   1- Say whether these statements are true or false. 
       a) Conventional food is grown in the farm. 
       b) A quality produce contains neither pesticides nor chemicals. .  
       c) In Foxcomb Farm, people can buy dairy products only.   
       d) Most of the milk of the farm is used to make yoghurt.     

   2- Answer these questions according to the text. 
     a) Who are the owners of the farm? 
     b) What kind of food do they sell in the farm?  
     c) What do they do with the surplus of milk? 
 

   3- In which paragraph do the farm owner offer a little of their products to taste? 
 

   4- What or who do the underlined words in the text refer to? 
 
    

B) Text Exploration:                                                    ( 7 points) 
   1- Find in the text words that are opposites to the following. 
        a/Purchase §2   -  b/artificial §2  -  c/regularly §2  - d/ insufficient §3 
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   2- Complete the table as shown in the table. 
 

           verb           noun        adjective 
example: to sell 
………………….. 
   ……………….. 
 to think 

       sale 
 …………………..
 selection 
  ………………… 
 

  sold 
 healthy       
  ………………… 
……………………. 
  

 

   3- Rewrite sentence (b) so that it means the same as ( a). 
      1a- We don’t use chemicals or pesticide. because we take a pride in the quality of all  
            our produce. 
       b-We take a pride in the quality of all our produce…………………………….. 
 

   2a- Most of the milk is sold, but we use a lot of it to make yoghurt, butter and cream.. 
     b- Although………………………………………………………………. 
 

   3a- We offer a sample box for any regular order.  
     b- A sample box ……………………………………………………….. 
 

   4- Reorder the following to get a coherent paragraph: 
    a) They used to eat plenty of natural produce. 
    b) The Americans eating habits have changed a lot.  
    c) As a result, most of the American children are obese. 
    d) Today the fashion in supermarkets is for enriched food.         

    5- Classify the following words according to their stressed syllables:  
                      organic     -     chemicals   -   selection   -  pesticides 
 

 first syllable    second syllable   third syllable 
 
 

  

 
II - PART TWO: Written Expression                                               (5 points) 
      Choose ONE of the following topics 
       Topic 1: 
            Using the notes given, write a composition of about 100 words on the effect of  
      advertising on children. 
      unreal world  - games  - violence  - want more - waste more - consume junk food –  
      obesity – other illnesses. 

 

       Topic 2:  
            Write a composition of about 100 words on the positive and negative aspects of  
       advertising. 


